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particular angle with respect to the earth frame is adaptively
controlled using various control algorithms including cascaded
PID. The simulations proved that the proposed design was
more robust and stable than the regular quadrotor especially
when environment limitations are taken into account. Oosedo
designed a quad tilt rotor unmanned aerial vehicle [5] which
can control position and attitude independently by tilting
directions of propellers solving the problem of underactuated
system in general quadrotor UAV. The attitude transition flight
control system and sufficient experiment validation are
necessary for stable flight in a wide range of attitude
conditions.
Not only in the air, the vectored propulsion systems have
been researched more frequently. In order to improve the
precise posture control and high-velocity moving, the vectored
propulsion systems in the submarine environment have also
been studied. Torres et al. presented the design, modeling and
control of a quad tilting thruster Micro Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle (MicroAUV) [6]. Employed a saturatedbased control algorithm, autonomous hover flight was
successfully achieved, validating the onboard flight system as
well as the proposed design of MicroAUV. Jin introduced a
new underwater robotic platform with a tilting thruster
mechanism for hovering motion [7]-[9], which can implement
six-degree-of-freedom (DOF) motion with only four thrusters
with a selective switching control in real time. A disk-shaped
UDR [10] with six degrees of freedom (DoFs) motion was
designed, and the UDR has three symmetrical thrusters which
can rotate around its axis ( [−30 ,30 ] ) and three vertical
thrusters for floating and diving motion. Jia designed an
amphibious spherical robot [11] with two arms mounting
screw propellers outside the hull for high mobility and
autonomy. On the ground the robot can roll to the target water.
And in the water, it can realize thrust vectoring using the
rotation of the arms, which can enhance its mobility to a large
extent. The arms also can be used for underwater manipulation
and for the realization of center of gravity adjustment. Ge

Abstract – This paper presents a performance evaluation of
the multi-vectored water-jet propellers system (MVWPS) for the
amphibious spherical robot IV (ASR-IV), which will contribute to
the real-time dynamic thrust vectoring of ASR-IV. This work
extends the 2D modeling into 3D space, which benefits the 4DoFs
control of ASR-IV more. The dynamic modeling (forces and
moments) of ASR-IV can be obtained by synthesizing the
propulsive vectors of four propellers. Thus, a novel experimental
mechanism was developed to evaluate the MVWPS. This
mechanism was designed with the mass distribution centered for
the robot. Using a six-axis force/torque sensor at the equivalent
mass center, we obtained the direct propulsive effect of the system
for the robot. Experiments of one propeller were conducted to
establish the relationship between the pulse width module (PWM)
signal and the thrust. Then, experiments of MVWPS were carried
out to evaluate the performance of MVWPS.
Index Terms – Amphibious Spherical Robot; Multi-vectored
water-jet propellers system; The force and torque testing
mechanism

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the propulsion system is widely researched
for various vehicles to get high horsepower with low
consumption, precise attitude control and so on, such as
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), unmanned underwater
vehicle (UUV) and other robots. However, in order to get high
velocity and flexible attitude adjustment, these common
propulsion systems always used many more thrusters.
Therefore, many researchers focused on vectored propulsion
system.
The propulsion systems are widely used in the unmanned
aerial vehicles which was called tilt-rotor UAV [1], [2]. Choi
developed a 2-m span small tiltrotor UAV equipped with the
flight control computer and controlled by the EP successfully
[3]. The flight test verified that the stability and control
augmentation algorithm worked well in the flight control
software. Senkul designed and simulated a control system [4]
of a tiltrotor quadrotor. Each of the rotor speeds and their
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proposed a novel four-axis vector water-jet propulsion
underwater vehicle [12]. With the kinematic and dynamic
models established, a reliable sliding mode controller was used
to reduce jitter and to improve the quality of transient. And the
simulation results showed that the depth and the pitching angle
of the vehicle can be stabilized around the expected point and
the prototype test results validated that the control method is
feasible and reliable. Lin proposed an improved 3D modelling
method [13] for a water jet-based three propellers propulsion
system. A novel experimental mechanism was developed to
obtain the effective propulsive forces and moments in 3D
space directly by synthesizing the propulsive vectors of
propellers. Experiments were carried out with all of the
propellers working together to validate the models. Gu [14]
designed an improved propulsion system and analyzed to
verify its increased stability for the third-generation spherical
robot. The experiment to measure the propulsive force of the
multi-vectored water-jet thrusters by using a 6-DoF load cell
with forward motion and up motion. Without the conclusion
of the rotation angle of the servo in legs, the experiment was
simple. In the past, an amphibious spherical robot [15]-[19]
was designed, which can realize the vectored control with two
joint leg under the water.
Now a novel amphibious spherical robot was designed to
applied to amphibious environment. In order to realize control
of the robot accurately, we also proposed a testing mechanism
with a six-axis force/torque sensor to test the propulsive effect
of the multi-vectored water-jet propellers system (MVWPS).
Besides the high velocity and the capabilities of reducing the
number of propellers, this vectored propulsion system has
other superiority, such as the stabilization of the attitude of the
vehicle to perform manipulation tasks, the high flexibility and
mobility, rotation with zero-radius, and the accurate position
control.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we describe our amphibious spherical robot, the
multi-vectored water-jet propellers system and the testing
mechanism of MVWPS. Section 3 presents the modeling of
MVWPS including the horizontal propulsion module and the
vertical propulsion module and the underwater locomotion
mode. In Section 4, we describe experiments obtaining the
relationship between PWM signal and the thrust. Then we
conducted and tested the performance of MVWPS in multiple
underwater locomotion modes.

O-ring to achieve the high waterproof effect. The control
circuits and sensors were installed inside the sealed cabin. As
shown in Fig.1 (b), legged water-jet composite driving
mechanism was installed under the circular middle plate. The
largest challenge is high current with low voltage, which will
damage the control chip. To isolate the control and dynamic
electricity, they are not common-grounded; the control system
outputs PWM signals to the motors of the dynamic system via
optocouplers that transform photoelectric signals. In order to
improve the computational capabilities, Nvidia Jetson TK1
was adapted as the “brain” of the robot. On land, the two shells
open with two servos actuated and the robot can walk using
the legged driving mechanism. In the water, with the two shells
closed up like a ball, the robot moves using the four-vectored
water-jet propellers.

(a)
(b)
Fig.1. The overview structure of ASR-IV

(a) The structure of MVWPS
(b) The structure of one leg
Fig.2. The propulsion system

B. The Multi-Vectored Water-Jet Propulsion System
For our amphibious robot, the on-land and underwater
locomotion rely on the legged water-jet composite driving
mechanism. As depicted in Fig. 2 (a), the composite driving
mechanism has the radially free distributed structure which is
more superiorities than the traditional ones. As shown in Fig.2
(b), the mechanism was composed of four mechanical legs and
four cambered slides. The mechanical leg was composed of
three servo motors named CS (coxa servo), FS (femur servo)
and TS (tibia servo), three links, a novel duct-type water-jet
electric propeller and a bearing. The parameters of the leg are
shown in Table I. The specification of the propulsion system
was shown in Table II. The most key feature of the robot is
that its legs can rotate around the output axis of the CS. The
bearing was mounted on the link of its leg, which makes the
leg can move smoothly in the cambered slides. Thus, each leg
has 5 degrees of freedom which enable it to move more
flexibly on land. And in the water, along with the adjustment
of the angle of legs, the robot can realize the real-time multi-

II. THE MULTI-VECTERED WATER-JET PROPELLERS SYSTEM
A. The Design of ASR-IV
In order to monitor the littoral environment, we designed
ASR-IV which mainly consists of a sealed hull, a top shell, a
circular middle plate, legged water-jet composite driving
mechanism, two quarter-spherical shells, a detachable battery
cabin with 13200mAh and sensors, such as the pressure
sensor, IMU, stereo camera. The overview structure diagram
of the robot is shown as Fig. 1 (a). The seal cabin was made up
of the sealed hull and middle plate, between which there is an
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vectored control strategy, which makes the robot swim more
swiftly. In the water, the driving mechanism was called the
propulsion system. This paper mainly focused on the
underwater performance evaluation of the multi-vectored
water-jet propellers system.

of the propulsion system need to be informed in advance.
Therefore, we designed the measured mechanism shown in
Fig.5 with the six-axis force/torque sensor which can measure
all six components of force and torque.

TABLE I
LENGTH OF LEG COMPONENTS
Name
Link1
Link2
Link3
Length(mm)
99.43
62.01
32.75
TABLE II
SPECIFICATION OF THE PROPULSION SYSTEM
Coxa servo
6.6V: 23kg·cm, 0.12sec/60°
motors
Servo
Femur servo
8.4V: 38kg·cm, 0.12sec/60°
motor
motors
Tibia servo
6.6V: 23kg·cm, 0.12sec/60°
motors
Water-jet propeller
12V, 2A
Fig.4. The experimental mechanism of the water-jet thruster

(a) The 3D model sensor and its coordinate
(b) The real product
Fig.3. The six-axis force/torque sensor
Fig.5. The experimental testing mechanism of MVWPS

C. The Testing Mechanism of One Water-jet Propeller
For the propeller, the relationship between the signals and
the thruster will guide the control of the robot. Therefore, we
designed the measured mechanism with the six-axis
force/torque sensor which can measures all six components of
force and torque. As shown in Fig.3, this sensor consists of a
transducer connector, mounting adapter plate (MAP) and tool
adapter plate (TAP). As depicted in Fig.4, the transducer
connector was used to connect to the computer and transfer
force and torque data. The MAP was mounted to the
unmovable stucture via U holders and connecters, and the TAP
was used to fix to the water-jet propeller by a circular base
plate, a circular disk and a connecter. In order to test the
propulsive effect of one water-jet propeller, the mechanism
need to be sink into the water. Therefore, a waterproof
cylinder was used.
In the control of motors, the propulsive force f was
changed by adjusting the PWM signals s . The frequency of
PWM signal was set to 100Hz. By this mechanism, the
relationship between the propulsive force and the PWM
signals can be obtained by Equation (1).
(1)
f = f (s)

III. MODELING OF MVWPS
With four 90 degrees symmetrical vector disposition of
the horizontal and vertical propellers, the ASR-IV has 6 DoFs
and robust underwater motion under side disturbances. We
analyzed the propulsion system in two cases: the horizontal
propulsion and vertical propulsion.

(a) The force analysis of MVWPS
(b) The force analysis of one leg
Fig.6. The force analysis

A. The Horizontal Propulsion Module

D. The Testing Mechanism of MVWPS

Each leg is rotated by the servo motor, so it can rotate
around its axis within the bound. As shown in Fig.6, the rotary
angles of the servo are 1i ,  2i and  3i ( i = 1, 2, 3, 4 ). The forces

For every robot, in order to get the control of the position
and posture more precisely and flexibly, the propulsive effect
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and torques in the horizontal propulsion module are shown in
Fig.6.
The propulsive force along the X axis:
(2)
FX = − FX1 + FX2 + FX3 − FX4
The propulsive force along the Y axis:
FY = FY1 + FY2 − FY3 − FY4

The moment on the Z axis:
TZ = FH1 l sin( − 11 ) + FH2 l sin( − 12 )
4
4
+ F l sin( − 13 ) + FH4 l sin( − 14 )
4
4

(3)
(a) The sinking motion

(b) The floating motion

(4)

3
H

where, 1i − 4,  4 ( i = 1, 2, 3, 4 ).

B. The Vertical Propulsion Module
The distance between the shaft of the horizontal propeller
and the center of the robot is l . The forces and torques in the
vertical propulsion module are shown in shown in Fig. 6 (b).
The total vertical force on the z axis:
(5)
FV1 = FZ1 = F 1 sin( 21 + 31 )
where, 2i 0,  2 , 3i − 4,  4 ( i = 1, 2, 3, 4 ).

(c) The right turning motion

(d) The left turning motion

The moment on the X axis:
TX =

2
(− FZ1 − FZ2 + FZ3 + FZ4 )l
2

(6)

The moment on the Y axis:
TY =

2
(− FZ1 + FZ2 + FZ3 − FZ4 )l
2

(e) The cruising with sinking
(f) The cruising with floating
Fig.7. Configuration of legs for different underwater locomotion. The red
arrow indicates the water-jet direction of the thruster, and the blue arrow
represents the motion direction of ASR-IV.

(7)

C. The Underwater Locomotion Mode

IV. VERIFICATION EXPERIMENT FOR MVWPS

In our robot, each water-jet thruster of four legs with three
servo motors can rotate in the vertical and horizontal planes.
With the directions and propulsive forces of four vectored
water-jet thrusters changing, the robot can realize various
underwater locomotion at original point, such as sinking and
floating motion, turn left or right in the underwater
environment. As shown in Fig.7 (a)(b), with this configuration
of the legs, the robot can realize sinking and floating motion.
Fig.7 (c) (d) illustrates the configuration of the legs for the
right and left turning motion. If the robot need to track the
dynamic object or execute the task at different and remote
place, the robot has to possess the ability of long-distance and
high-speed underwater locomotion to cruise. As shown in
Fig.7 (e) (f), we rearranged the configuration of four legs of
the ASR-IV to cruise in the water. In the cruising underwater
locomotion, the robot need to possess the ability to turn right
and left, sinking and floating. The four legs are denoted by leg
1, leg 2, leg 3 and leg 4. The robot can adjust the water-jet
direction of thrusters in the same vertical plane to realize
sinking and floating motion while swimming forward. In
addition, by the difference of the left water-jet force and the
right water-jet force, the robot can implement the left and right
turning motion, With the flexible motion, our robot can be
used for environment monitoring, object tracking and
detection of pollution with proper sensors.

For every underwater robot, the propulsive test not only
for the water-jet propeller but also for the propulsion system is
essential. Therefore, the test experiment of the propulsion
system is significance.
A. Calibration of One Water-Jet Thruster
For the purpose of obtaining the relationship between the
propulsive force and the pulse width modulation signal
(PWM), we need to find that how the propulsive force of a
novel electric water-jet long-ducted propeller varies with the
PWM values. The propeller was driven by a Brushless
Electronic Speed Controller (ESC). According to the duty of
the input PWM signal, the propeller’s thrust can be controlled
in an open loop. Then the experiments were conducted in the
indoor pool with the size of 3m × 2m × 1m (height × width ×
depth) without water flow disturbances. As shown in Fig 8, the
measured mechanism was put into the water and the distance
of the propeller to the water surface is 25cm. With this depth,
there is no water ejecting out of the water surface, which will
influence the accuracy of the force measurement.
The experimental setup of one water-jet propeller were
shown in Fig.8. A bench top power (range：0~24V,0~3A)
was used for ESC. The frequency of the pulse width
modulation (PWM) signal for ESC is 100Hz, and the valid
duty factor s ranges from 12% to 17.2%. The force f of the
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propeller increased slightly while the duty factor is over
17.2%. As shown in Fig.9, the blue points present the
measured results of the force and the small red points indicate
the lower bound and upper bound. The red solid curve was the
fitting curve which is approximately linear. The fluctuation
data may be caused by the vibration of the experimental setup.
Then, the relationship between the PWM signal and the force
can be obtained and described by equation (18).
(8)
f = g ( s ) = 0.3077 s − 3.7150

waterproof cylinder to protect the sensor. Avoiding the
influence of the deformation, all the parts of this mechanism
are rigid bodies.
In order to evaluate the performance of the novel
propulsion system and verify the performance of the MVWPS,
we conducted experiments with the force and torque testing
mechanism depicted in Fig. 10. A six-axis force/torque sensor
was used to measure the thrust and moment of MVWPS.
In the sinking and floating locomotion mode, the angle  3i
and the PWM values of the water-jet thruster was set to be
variables. As shown in Fig.11 (a), we set the PWM signal of
the thruster as 14%, and the thrusts on Z axis are almost linear
with the angle  3i from 0 deg to 140 deg. Then, we set the
angle  3i as 0 deg. As shown in Fig.11 (b), The thrust on Z axis
varied with the PWM signals (12%~18%) to the four thrusters.
The thrust is almost linear from 12% to 15% and the decrease
between 15% and 18% may be caused by the weak power
supply. Therefore, the PWM signals from 12% to 15% was
adapted to control the robot.

Fig.8. The experimental setup of one water-jet propeller

Fig.9. The average propulsive force with different PWM signals

(a) Experiment data varying with angle  3i

Fig.10. The experimental setup of MVWPS.

(b) Experiment data varying with PWM signals
Fig.11. Experiment data of the sinking locomotion

In the left and right turning locomotion, we set the PWM
signal to the four water-jet thrusters as 14%, and the angle  2i

B. Experiment of MVWPS
For the purpose of guiding the control of the robot in real
circumstance, two batteries with 8.4V were employed in the
experiment. As shown in Fig.10, the propulsion system was
mounted under the force/torque sensor using a rigid connector.
To avoid the influence of the depth of water, we need put the
MVWPS at the depth of 25cm. Therefore, we designed the

varied from 0 deg to 90 deg. As shown in Fig.12, the torque
around Z axis is almost linear. The maximum torque can reach
to be 180 N·m and the torque with the angle  2i (45 deg) is
almost zero. Because the spherical shape of our robot, the
viscous resistance is quiet slight and the torque is enough to
turn left or right smoothly.
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Fig.12. Experiment data of the left and right turning locomotion

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We described a performance evaluation of the multivectored water-jet propellers system for the amphibious
spherical robot IV, which will contribute to ASR-IV’s the realtime dynamic thrust vectoring. In order to realize the more
accurate position and posture control, a new testing
mechanism with a six-axis force/torque sensor was designed to
test the propulsive effect of the propulsion system. Firstly, the
model was established for the multi-vectored water-jet
propellers system in horizontal mode and vertical propulsion
mode. Then, the testing experiment of the novel, duct-type,
water-jet electric propeller designed to reduce the influence of
water flows was conducted and the relationship between the
propulsive force and the PWM signal was obtained. Finally,
the experiment of MVWPS in different locomotion mode was
carried out. The force and torque varying with the thrust of the
propeller and the angle of the joint was measured to guide the
robot in the real submarine environment.
After performance evaluation of the multi-vectored waterjet propellers system, we will focus on underwater locomotion
of ASR-IV in future work.
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